In this paper, a structuralist account of the verbal cluster of Dutch is given, as implemented in a structuralist surface parser. The description is based on a general principle of expectation, but with a limited number of deviations from the general scheme. It is shown that the implemented parser is able to analyse all clusters, slightly overgenerating to capture those cases where semantic restrictions may apply.
The Dutch verbal cluster
One of the major issues in Dutch syntax is the analysis of the verbal cluster, i.e. the group of verbs that occurs at the end of the clause, generally resisting intervening non-verbal elements, and followed only by elements that can be argued to have been extraposed. In this article, we aim to provide a full description of the Dutch verbal cluster, with an eye to its implementation in a surface structure parser called Amazon.
1
In this section, we define the verbal cluster taking various analyses found in previous research as a starting point. With this definition, we narrow down the constructions to be covered in our discussion.
The distributional facts of the verbal cluster in Dutch look deceivingly simple: verbs taking nonfinite verbal complements in Dutch surface at the end of the clause 2 , where the verbal complements in general 3 follow the selecting verbs. As to the arguments of the verbal complements, different verbs allow for different distributions: either all arguments can (or must) be placed adjacent to their governing verb, or all (or some) arguments can (or must) be placed in front of all other verbs:
(1) • The raising process incorporates some process of clause union: the collected arguments of all verbs behave as the arguments of one single verb; incompatible adverbial elements (like double negation) are excluded. The result of the extraposition process seems to indicate different clauses; each clause has its own adverbials, and adverbials from different clauses may be incompatible.
In this article we are concerned with the first property: the fact that some contructional process leads to a coherent verbal cluster. The description of this cluster is our main aim. Since the exact distinction between the verbal cluster and extraposition structure is subject to some debate, we take a practical stand in this discussion to begin with. We take a sequence of verbal (and non-verbal) elements to be a group if (and only if) no adverbials can intervene. This is in accordance with the distributional facts in Standard Dutch which allows only verb particles and some predicate complements to enter the verbal end group. Although exceptions to this general principle are found in variants of Dutch which also allow for nominal complements (and possibly adverbials) to appear in the verbal cluster, the Standard Dutch variant is welldefined and uncontroversial. We take the Standard Dutch variant as the core grammar and choose to describe variants as deviations from a general case. This moderate aim implies that we will not be trying to provide a deeper explanation of the data. Instead, we will be aiming at a complete coverage in terms of a coherent grammatical description, i.e. the Amazon grammar. To our knowledge, no other study has so far achieved a complete description. Some of the facts mentioned in this article remain unaccounted for in all theories (e.g. the phenomena in §2.3).
Within the field of Natural Language Processing, parsing the Dutch verbal cluster has long been considered problematic, since the group formation of verbs gives rise to crossing dependencies (Bresnan et al. 1983) . The result of a verbal group formation with several arguments is in general schematically as follows: (4 
. because John saw Charles kiss Mary
In this surface order, the relations between verbs and arguments are crossing rather than nesting. This is a complex configuration, because it has been shown that these kinds of structures cannot be adequately described with context free grammars (Bresnan et al. 1983) . It is impossible to describe in a context free grammar both the relationships and all grammatical strings of a language with crossing dependencies.
However, this parsing problem does not exist within the descriptional context which we aim at. Since we only try to describe the verbal cluster as a surface structure, making no attempt to arrive at a functional analysis of the sentence parts, the crossing dependencies do not arise. The functional dependency of arguments to their verbs is a matter that has to be dealt with by subsequent modules 4 to the Amazon parser. Although it seems that we circumvent the real problems in doing this, it is evident that the mere description of the surface structure of the verbal cluster is a useful enterprise. For example, it can be shown that the surface level is a realistic level in human sentence processing: (6) . Every native speaker of Dutch will immediately recognize (8) as an ungrammatical sentence. However, the distinction between (6) and (7) is much harder to perceive. In fact, almost no Dutch speaker will be able to recognize the ungrammaticality of (7) within a few seconds. This is because the ungrammaticality of (8) is a surface structure ungrammaticality, whereas (7) is wrong on a functional level. The Amazon parser aims at describing the ungrammaticality of (8), and it leaves the rejection of (7) to subsequent modules. Amazon is based on structuralist grammars (Rijpma and Schuringa 1968, Haeseryn et al. 1997) , that divide the Dutch clause into five parts: two verbal "poles" 5 , two peripheral parts (a topicalization field and an extraposition field), and an intervening "Middle field" (Van Dreumel 2000) . In the next section, we describe how the verbal cluster is described in the Amazon parser.
The Amazon parsing algorithm for verbal clusters
In Van Bakel (1975) , an algorithm is introduced to describe verbal groups. The algorithm makes use of the concept of expectation, which is in fact derived from the traditional notion government (Richter 2000) . Verbs typically govern other verbs, in the sense that the former determine the surface forms of the latter. For example, perfective auxiliaries in Dutch (e.g. hebben "have") require the next verb to be a past participle (e.g. gegeven "given"). In contrast, some aspectual auxiliaries (e.g. zitten "sit") ask for an infinitive verb with an infinitival marker te (e.g. te tekenen "to draw"). In 1975, Van Bakel formulated these dependencies in a syntax embedded parser as expectations: the parser that encountered an aspectual auxiliary such as zitten changed to a state expecting an infinitive with te. In turn, such an infinitive could give rise to other expectations. Upon encounter of a verb form that would generate no new expectation, the parser would signal the end of the verbal cluster.
The following example illustrates the working of the algorithm: In this example, zou, willen and kunnen all generate the expectation of an infinitive. The verbs willen, kunnen and zitten all meet these expectations. The verb zitten in turn creates the expectation of an infinitive with te, which is met by te slapen. Being a main verb, slapen does not generate an expectation, and the cluster is closed. It is evident that Dutch verbs may be ambiguous in their expectation possibilities. For example, hebben may also be followed by an infinitive with te (roughly corresponding to the English have to). This does not affect the algorithm, though, because it can be treated as lexical ambiguity.
Van Bakel (1975) found three deviations from the general scheme: the Infinitivus pro Participio (IPP) effect, alternatively placed past participles, and infinitival inversion. We will discuss these in sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 respectively.
In Coppen (1987) , the original Amazon algorithm is converted into a context-free grammar formalism, which makes use of affix unification. In doing so, what was first a parser heuristic is reformulated as a grammatical description. The technique is simple. Both the verbal form and the verbal expectation are coded into affix positions expanded by unification 6 (CL = verbal cluster): In our analysis, we have essentially used this strategy. However, as we found more deviations from the general scheme, we found reason to slightly enhance the verb form coding of Coppen (1987) . In Table 1 , an overview is given of the verb form codings used in the current Amazon grammar. The finite form of a verb is the verbal form that agrees with the subject. It is marked by person, number and tense. The past participle and present participle are degenerate, almost adjectival forms. The infinitival marker te can be argued to belong to the verb form, since it is the only "word" that may appear between verb stems and verb particles: Table 2 gives an overview of verbal expectations. These are not identical to the verbal forms. For example, a verb may take the form of a present participle, but in Modern Dutch there is no auxiliary creating the expectation for a present participle. 7 In addition, although there is only one verb form with the infinitival marker te, we will distinguish two different te expectations. This distinction will be discussed in section 2.3. Figure 2 . This diagram shows how the verbal expectation threads its way through the verbal cluster. The null expectation generated by the occurrence of the verb gebeld is absolute: there is no way to continue the cluster with another verb: (13) 
Variations in the Verbal cluster
The expectation algorithm discussed so far describes the general case in Dutch syntax (Van Bakel 1975) . However, there are a few deviations from this general scheme in Modern Dutch (Coppen 1987 , Oltmans 1994 , Van Dreumel and Potjer 1998 , Van Dreumel 2000 :
1. Infinitivus Pro Participio (IPP): a special infinitive form occurs instead of an expected past participle 2. Unexpected elements: certain verbal elements, like the past participle and verb particle may occur before they are expected.
Te-drop:
Some verbs introduce an expectation for the infinitival element te, but in specific configurations, it does not occur.
Infinitive Inversion:
Modal verbs introducing an expectation for a bare infinitive may be inverted with this infinitive, provided that the two are cluster final.
Van Bakel (1975) incorporated IPP, the unexpected past participle and the infinitive inversion in his original algorithm, and left the te-drop cases as lexical ambiguity. Possible verb particles were recognized, but outside the verbal cluster. In the next sections, we will discuss these four special cases which are now incorporated in the Amazon grammar. The perfective auxiliary heeft creates an expectation for a past participle. Consequently, the verb kunnen is expected to occur as a past participle. However, it appears as an infinitive. This is called the IPP effect. The decision to distinguish an IPP form from the infinitive is not in accordance with the original Van Bakel analysis, which treated IPP forms and infinitives on a par, probably reasoning from the name infinitivus pro participio suggesting that an expected participle is replaced by an infinitive. However, there is evidence that the IPP form is different from an infinitive: The IPP form of the aspectual auxiliary zijn is not identical to its infinitive 8 . Moreover, the IPP effect has been shown to be lexically dependent: some verbs are subjected to the effect, others are not. And as expected with idiosyncratic features, there is variation in acceptability for some verbs. Not all Dutch speakers accept the grammaticality of the following sentences: (18) 
IPP effect
Moreover, the IPP effect is restricted to past participles that are expected by the perfective auxiliaries hebben ("have") and zijn (PERF-"be"). Although the passive auxiliary worden (PASS-"be") also expects a past participle, the following verb can never occur in the IPP form: (22) These examples show that the passive past participle geprobeerd cannot form a verbal cluster with the following verb te houden. Arguments to the latter have to intervene between the two verbs, and cannot occur in the matrix clause. This indicates that any material following passive geprobeerd is in fact a nontransparent infinitival clause, out of which no scrambling is possible. In addition to these structural restrictions it can be remarked that only a limited number of verbs may take the IPP form: these are listed in Table 3 . hoeven, behoren, believen, beweren, denken, dreigen, durven, hopen, menen, plegen, proberen, trachten, vermogen, weigeren, weten In Table 4 some examples are given. Note that the IPP expectation is restricted to the auxiliaries hebben and zijn; the verb worden only expects a past participle (PSP). Since the code IPP occurs both as a form code and as an expectation code, two instances of our general rule scheme (10) are spelled out as:
Rule (25) accounts for the restriction that a verb in the IPP form necessarily introduces another expectation. 10 This prevents, for example, the IPP form of proberen to occur with its null expectation.
In Figure 3 an example of an Amazon parse tree for an IPP construction is given.
CL (FIN) V (FIN, IPP)
heeft is 
Unexpected elements
A second deviation from the general expectation scheme in (10) is that certain elements within the verbal cluster may occur before they are expected. This holds for past participles and verb particles. In general, these can appear anywhere in the verbal cluster 11 :
10 The bar sign | in the rule indicates disjunction. 11 The cluster initial and cluster final positions are preferred by most native speakers.
(26) a. The unexpected elements in fact create their own expectation. An unexpected past participle at the beginning of a verbal cluster for example, introduces the expectation of a perfective or passive auxiliary. The verb particle and the past participle may both be considered as non-verbal (or more precisely: less verbal) elements originating in the same position. We will discuss the unexpected past participle and verb particle, and the combination of both, in separate sections.
Unexpected past participle
The distribution of the past participle as an unexpected element in modern Dutch is subject to some variation. In small verbal clusters it is relatively easy to have the unexpected past participle in all positions. As the clusters get longer, the peripheral (i.e. cluster initial or cluster final) positions are the preferred ones. Of these, the cluster final position is the canonical position: (27) In these examples, the expecting verb proberen ("try") occurs in the past participle form. However, it forms a verbal cluster with the next verb te houden ("to hold"), since arguments to the latter (met niemand rekening) are placed before the verbal cluster (possibly by scrambling into the matrix clause). This may be only marginally possible. Using the past participle as an unexpected element is clearly worse.
In transformational analyses, the unexpected past participle is considered a climbing element, that moves from its canonical cluster final position in a stepwise fashion via head-to-head movement to the very beginning of the verbal cluster, leaving a trace at intermediate positions. This analysis is mimicked in the current Amazon grammar by the introduction of a second affix position for the unexpected expectation on the verbal cluster: The first rule introduces the unexpected past participle expectation (PSP). A verb of some form is expected 13 , and a past participle is encountered. This maintains the expectation of the original form, but introduces PSP as an unexpected expectation on the next CL. The second rule states that this CL is satisfied if a verb is encountered of the form that was originally expected, but the verb itself is expecting PSP. The third rule maintains the unexpected expectation. This is the case if the unexpected expectation PSP is active and a verb is encountered of the form that was originally expected, but with some expectation other than PSP itself. In this case, not all expectations are satisfied and the verbal cluster cannot be closed. In Figure 4 , an example of an Amazon parse tree for an unexpected past participle construction is given. 
Unexpected verb particles
A second element that can occur unexpectedly is the verb particle. To be more specific, a verb particle that is separable from its verb can occur in exactly the same positions in the verbal cluster as the past participle: (34) In the Amazon grammar, the unexpected verb particles are treated on a par with the unexpected past participle, namely in the affix position for unexpected expectation.
Unexpected verb particle expectation works in exactly the same way as the unexpected past participle expectation; the only difference is that all verbs with separable verb particles have to be marked in the lexicon as satisfying a specific verb particle expectation. In Table 5 , some examples are given.
It may seem impossible to list all verb particles in the lexicon, but in fact, the list of possible verb particles in Dutch is relatively short (approximately 210 elements).
It may also seem inappropriate to try to link verb particles with their verbs if they occur discontinuously, because the relation between the two can be considered as a subcategorization relation. Since Amazon is a surface parser in nature, it would seem wrong to treat subcategorization in Amazon. However, we see the relation between verb and particle as a morphological relation. The unexpected verb particle construction is not an instance of a simple verb selecting a particle, but rather an example of a complex verb that occurs discontinuously. Reconstructing words does belong to the aims of a surface parser and should therefore be treated in Amazon (Van Dreumel 2000) .
In Figure 5 an example of an Amazon parse tree for an unexpected verb particle construction is given.
CL (FIN, NONE)
Prt ( 
Combination of unexpected elements
Treating the unexpected past participle and verb particle on a par within the same affix position would seem to predict that the two cannot appear within the same verbal cluster. However, this prediction turns out to be false: 
. because John apparently called her
In this example, both the particle op and the past participle gebeld are unexpected. However, a closer examination of this cluster shows that the unexpected verb particle expectation and the past participle expectation cannot occur simultaneously in the same position. It rather seems that the unexpected verb particle expectation is satisfied by the verb gebeld, and replaced by an unexpected past participle expectation. This replacement can be accounted for in the following rule:
This rule states that in case of an active unexpected particle expectation and some form expectation (other than PSP), a past participle may satisfy the particle expectation and replace it by an unexpected PSP expectation, maintaining the original form expectation. This treatment correctly accounts for the fact that an unexpected past participle can never occur before an unexpected verb particle: (40) Apparently, an unexpected verb particle expectation can never replace an unexpected past participle expectation. The reason for this may be that both relate to the verb closing the verbal cluster, and of the two, the past participle is in fact the closing verb itself. If we meet the expectation of the closing verb itself, the cluster is immediately closed. In Figure 6 an example of the replacement construction is given.
CL (FIN, NONE)
Te-drop
Some verbs introduce the expectation of an infinitive verb form with the infinitival marker te, but they allow the marker to be absent in some configurations. This generally holds for a group of aspectual locational auxiliaries (lopen "walk", zitten "sit", liggen "lie", staan "stand", hangen "hang"), but also for some other verbs (durven "dare", hoeven "need"). If these verbs occur in cluster initial position, or in verb second position, they introduce a normal expectation of the infinitival marker te: In the first example, the verb expecting te is cluster initial, but is itself expected by the finite verb. In the second example, the verb expecting te is in the IPP form. The third and fourth example show an infinitival clause with complementizer om, which itself expects te. In these contexts there appears to be a strong resistance against the infinitival marker.
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However, if we compare the examples in (42) with those in (43) in which the verb zitten has been replaced by proberen, which also selects the infinitival marker te, we find that it is impossible to drop te, disregarding the context in which the verb occurs. 
You don't need to promote your website yourself
The infinitival te appears at the one position where it is not expected. It almost seems as if the expected marker "lowers" from the cluster initial position to the place after gaan, where it cannot lower further because after zitten the resistance against it is too high. Be this as it may, this behaviour is restricted to the aspectual verb gaan (and marginally komen and mogen) and should not be accounted for structurally. 16 There is also some strong regional variation here. It may be tempting to relate the weakness of te-expectation to different underlying constructions (e.g. aspectual verbs versus main verbs) but we fail to see the difference for instance between constructions with durven and constructions with proberen. For the moment, we will assume plain lexical variation here.
• The lexical te expectation, which can be "weak" (optional) or "strong" (obligatory).
• The structural configuration, which can be "te-resistant", "te-neutral", or "te-prone".
A strong te expectation requires te even in te-resistant configurations, a weak te expectation does not get te in te-resistant contexts, and may have te in te-neutral contexts.
In the Amazon lexicon, the lexical dependency is marked on the verb. A distinction is made between an expectation TE and te, for "strong te" and "weak te", respectively. The expectation of a finite verb creates a te-prone context, and clusters with an earlier te become te-resistant.
We chose to add a third affix position to the CL node, indicating te-resistancy, with affix values +TE, 0TE and -TE. The following grammar rules illustrate the formalization:
(47) CL(TE,NONE,+TE|0TE|-TE) :
The idea behind these rules is simple: verbal clusters start with neutral te-resistancy. Only finite verbs may create "te-proneness" (formalized by +TE). As long as te is not expected (weak nor strong), te-proneness is neutralized and te-resistancy pertains. Strong te-expectation requires te and generates a te-resistant context. Weak te expectation does not allow te in te-resistant contexts, requires te in te-prone contexts, and may or may not have te in neutral contexts (see Figure 7) . In any case, if te is encountered, and allowed, a teresistant context is generated. The formalization discussed above captures the distributional facts of te-drop rather well. However, there seems to be some variation in judgement for certain verbs: (50) Apparently, durven has a weak te expectation. The formalization so far correctly predicts, that te-drop is possible in all of these cases. In (50a), a te-neutral context is generated by the infinitive form of durven. In (50b) and (50c), however, the generation of te, as a result of the strong te expectation of schijnen, creates a te-resistant context, in which te, according to the algorithm, has to be dropped. However, te seems to be marginally possible in these cases, although it is certainly worse in (50c), where durven is also the IPP form.
CL (FIN, NONE, 0TE) (44)
In spite of these examples, we feel that the formalization is basically correct. We realize that the current Amazon parser will not analyse (50c) if te is included, while it will consider (50b) to be an instance of an extraposed infinitive complement te bellen. The fact that this is a less felicitous analysis is left to be explained in other grammatical modules subsequent to the Amazon parser.
Infinitive inversion
The final exception to the general rule in (10) is a very restricted inversion of the verb and its infinitival complement: (51) The example in (51b) deviates from the general scheme: the infinitive verb form verrassen is expected by the auxiliary zult, but is precedes the auxiliary. However, it does not seem adequate to consider the infinitive as an unexpected element, since the inversion seems to be restricted to verb clusters with two elements 17 : In addition, the inversion of an infinitive and its selecting verb seems to be restricted to the verbs mentioned in Table 6 . zullen, kunnen, moeten, mogen, willen (= "will, can, must, may, want") aspectual verbs:
gaan, komen (= "go, come") causative verb:
laten, doen (= "let/make, do") perception verbs: zien, horen (= "see, hear") Moreover, the variation can only occur in the verbal cluster of a subordinate clause. This, however, is the result of the verb second phenomenon in Dutch, which moves the finite verb out of the cluster. A cluster of two verbs in a main clause can only be generated from a basic three verbal cluster. Since the inversion is virtually impossible in a cluster with three verbs, it cannot occur in the surface form of main clauses either.
The grammar rules for the inverse order are: 
Other restrictions to the verbal cluster
In section 2, we presented the basic frame for the Dutch verbal cluster, and we discussed four structural deviations from this frame. In addition, there are many more restrictions to the distribution of verbs in the cluster (Coppen et al. 1991) , some of which are idiosyncratic, some semantic, and other collocational. In this section, we will discuss a few of these additional restrictions and their relation to the performance of the Amazon parser. In general, the parser will overgenerate and so accept these cases, and leave them for treatment in subsequent modules. A first restriction that can be observed is that there can be only one aspectual verb of a particular subtype in the same cluster: (55) 
. because he again comes to sit and do nothing
Although this restriction most certainly has a semantic origin, it could also be accounted for in the surface structure description of the verbal cluster. A generalization will be missed then, however, since the restriction holds in other constructions as well: (57) Whatever the nature of these restrictions is, we feel that they should be accounted for semantically and not structurally. The fact that no auxiliary can follow the aspectual verb may very well originate in the auxiliary semantics. Therefore, we let Amazon overgenerate and accept these cases, leaving it to more subtle semantic devices to rule them out. No real harm is done with this provisory solution, since no grammatical sentences are falsely rejected. A third restriction is that perception verbs and causative verbs cannot be followed by passive, modal or temporal auxiliaries, and only marginally by aspectual auxiliaries: There may very well be a syntactic source for this phenomenon. Both perception verbs and causative verbs select infinitival complements without te, marking the subjects of the latter with the accusative case. This has been since long known as the Accusativus cum Infinitivo construction. In generative literature, it is derived through some mechanism of exceptional case marking or a process of raising to object (RTO) that moves the subject of the subordinate clause to an argument position of the matrix verb. Within the framework of one of the latter solutions, an obvious explanation for the ungrammaticality of the above examples would be that the case marking process or the raising of the subject is blocked by intervening auxiliaries. Within the movement approach, some version of a minimality constraint is probably sufficient.
Be this as it may, to treat this phenomenon would have to involve marking causative auxiliaries and perception verbs with some special property, which in fact would be equivalent to the exceptional case marking property or the RTO property. Since this is subcategorization (Van Dreumel 1996) in nature, it does not seem appropriate to include it in a surface parser. Therefore, we chose to let the Amazon parser overgenerate and treat all subcategorization restrictions in the subsequent module Casus. Since again, no grammatical sentences are falsely rejected and no inappropriate analyses are generated, no harm is done.
In conclusion, the additional restrictions to the verbal cluster are not included in the Amazon grammar for various reasons.
The contribution of verbal cluster parsing to sentence parsing
In this section, we will evaluate the contribution of the current description of the verbal cluster to the parsing of Dutch sentences in general. From this discussion it will become clear that a correct grammatical description of the verbal cluster does not solve all parsing problems, but that it contributes significantly to the success of the parser.
Since every clause is defined by the existence of a verbal cluster (gapping clauses excluded), a correct identification of each verbal cluster will provide the basis for the determination of the clausal structure of the sentence to be parsed. The precise boundaries of the clauses will in many cases not be identifiable by a surface parser, since the boundary may depend on semantic information or subcategorization. In particular, phrases directly following the verbal cluster of an embedded clause may be either extraposed or part of the matrix clause: 
I want to read the book that I bought in the shop
We will call the closing boundary of the embedded relative clause a transparent boundary. Elements adjacent to a transparent boundary may be interpreted in either clause. Although Amazon will correctly identify the two verbal clusters kocht and wil lezen in sentence (68) with verb second, there is no way to decide where the PP in de winkel has to be attached. However, Amazon takes a very practical view here: it will only generate the highest attachment for the PP leaving the decision whether or not to lower the PP to the next module. So, although this source of ambiguity is not solved, it is neutralized by underspecifying the parse tree with respect to the PP attachment. The main contribution which the verbal cluster subgrammar makes to the parsing process lies in the unraveling of strings of verbs into one or more coherent groups. We will first give an example of a complex cluster: (69) . Amazon correctly describes this enormous verbal cluster in the following fashion: zou expects an infinitive, hebben satisfies this and expects (among others) a past participle. Being an IPP form, willen satisfies this, and in turn expects an infinitive. Zien meets this requirement and creates another infinitive expectation, which is satisfied by durven. Now durven has a weak te expectation and the context is te-neutral, so either te or a bare infinitive is accepted. Blijven is a bare infinitive expecting yet another bare infinitive. Thus, staan is accepted, resulting in yet another weak te expectation. Since the te-resistance has not changed, both te and a bare infinitive are acceptable. Finally, kijken, being a bare infinitive with no expectation of its own, closes the cluster. Next, we compare the last example with this one: Since beloven is marked as a verb without expectations (it cannot form a coherent group with the next verb), Amazon will correctly close the cluster at that point and start a new clause with an initial (strong) te expectation. At the clause boundary, many other elements are possible, including complements and adverbials to the next verb. So, Amazon will consider any verbs subsequent to beloven as belonging to a separate clause. However, it seems possible to apply scrambling to this clause: It is either possible to add an unexpected verb particle before proberen, or to add an adverbial between proberen and te bellen. The fact that these two elements cannot co-occur supports the analysis in which they indicate different structures. Since both analyses can be corroborated, we are left with an ambiguity for (76). However, since the ambiguity is only structural (it is hard to see any semantic difference), we chose to let Amazon produce only one of the possibilities. To do so, we formalized the strategy that whenever a verbal cluster analysis is possible, Amazon prefers it. 19 In other words, Amazon will produce the one cluster analysis for (76), although the other possibility is recognized but suppressed.
sentences. Full parsing, including functional and semantic analysis, has so far never been achieved by any natural language parser, but it is evident that it must be based on a sound and complete description of the structural properties of the language. We claim that the description given in this article, and implemented in the Amazon grammar, is the most complete description so far. Even if we agree that the ultimate goal of a parser is a more enriched analysis, or that it is the ultimate goal of linguistic theory to provide a deeper explanation of the facts, we may not forget that correctly describing the facts remains a necessary prerequisite to achieve these goals.
